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Abstract

How to make the individual get the reasonable and practical profit among the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition system is still a question for further study. Considering the characteristics of the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition, this paper combines Shapley Value with Distribution according to Contribution, two methods in the application, and then adjusts the profit allocated to each member reasonably based on the actual coalition situation named improved weighted Shapley Value model. In this paper, we first analyze the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition profit allocation models, the classical Shapley value method. Then, we analyze the weight of individual enterprise in the coalition by the analytic hierarchy process. To each enterprise, the weight is determined by the investment risks, information divulging risks, and failure risks. Finally, the numerical study shows that the profit allocation method improved weighted Shapley value model is relatively rational and practical. Thus, the proposed combined model is a useful profit allocation mechanism for the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition that the contribution and risks are fully considered.

1. Introduction

“The fourth party logistics (4PL) [1] is Supply Chain Integrated Provider, which integrate and manage the different resources, abilities and technologies belonging to the company’s complementary service provider, and provide the overall solution to the supply chain with the customers.” [2].

In this paper the fourth party logistics [3] particularly refers to the logistics and supply chain operation mode.

The fourth party logistics delivers supply chain service outsourcing to the fourth party, makes programs about the solutions to the supply chain management, and is responsible for the feedback of the supervision and management of solutions to supply chain management. Supply chain begins with the procurement of raw materials, and then, it produces intermediate products and final products and finally delivers products to consumers by sales system. It is the functional chain structure model consisting of manufacturers, distributors, transporters, and warehousing and storage which are called logistics service providers and other auxiliary organizations. The fourth party logistics service providers play the roles of the builder and coordinator.

Risks arise when the fourth party logistics supply chain operates, because of the unpredicted effects brought by the unconfirmed factors of the inner and outside environment. The deviation between actual profit and expected profit and the possibility of the loss of the individual enterprise in the coalition can be enlarged [1–4].

The fourth party logistics supply chain risk management refers to identifying the risks existing when the supply chain operates, analyzing the mechanism, evaluating the effect, controlling and regulating all the risks by taking appropriate measures, and then enhancing the reliability of the supply chain operation through coalition among enterprises.
The core enterprise of the supply chain knows the requirements of the market and coordinates with the other partners, and all the enterprises work together to make optimal performance to improve the supply chain competitiveness. The individual enterprise makes the individual profit maximum as well as the whole through the coalition. How to allocate profit rationally is determined by the contribution weight consisting of investment risks, information divulging risks, and information divulging risks.

Tanimoto has built models of the mechanism of cost allocation by the agents. The coalition and the rule of the cost allocation will be realized under the cost structure [5]. Moreover, Skorin-Kapov has suggested further analysis of the multicasting cost allocation problem using the modified multicasting game [6]. Also Chen et al. have studied the ratio of profit allocation based on the evolution game theory [7] and cooperative game theory [8].

A multiagent system model and game theory and Nash equilibrium algorithms based on market competition have been proposed for task allocation [9]. The supply chain profit has been allocated by using the risk-considered Shapley value method [10] and cooperation game theory [11–13]. Wang and Zhou have built profit allocation model of three-stage supply chain with multidirectional and principal subordinate [14].

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows: Section 2 states the problem of statement. Sections 3 and 4 propose the model and algorithm for profit allocation in the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition. A numerical study has been included in Section 5, and the last section concludes the paper.

2. Description of Problem

The main problem of the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition is how to allocate the total output and utility reasonably. Thus, all the individuals can get the profit belonging to them.

Given the finite set \( N \), coalition game is defined as \( G = (N, V) \). Characteristic function \( v \) is the reflection from \( 2^N = \{S | S \subseteq N\} \) to real number set \( R^N \), \( v : 2^N \rightarrow R^N \), \( v(\emptyset) = 0 \):

\[
v(S) = \sum_{i \in S} c(\{i\}) - c(S), \quad \forall S (S \subseteq N),
\]

\[
v(\emptyset) = 0.
\]

4. Profit Allocation Model

4.1. Shapley Value. Shapley Value is the classical method in the profit allocation and reflects the importance of the individuals among the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition enterprises according to the ratio of the value-added profit allocation. Shapley Value can be explained as the average marginal contribution in which each individual would make it to the grand coalition if it were to form an individual a time. Mathematically, Shapley Value is expressed as:

\[
y_i = \phi_i(v) = \frac{1}{n!} \sum_{i \in S} \frac{(n-s)!}{n!} \left( v(S) - v(S \setminus \{i\}) \right), \quad \forall i \in N,
\]

where \( s \) denotes the number of carriers in coalition \( S \).

Shapley Value profit allocation method assumes the contribution among the enterprises in the alliance, not considering the risk factors, and so forth, in the allocation. Now the research about the improved Shapley Value based on the individual difference has been developed. Considering
The individual profit allocated by Shapley Value among the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition cannot be allocated according to the actual contribution and risks factors. So, we adjust the Shapley Value to make it apply to the actual situation and applications.

4.2. Distribution according to Contribution. Before we assume the contribution (including the risks) among the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition enterprises we should assume $p_i$, $P_i$ denotes the weight of the importance of the coalition enterprises. To each coalition enterprise, the contribution weight is determined by the investment risks $v_{1i}$, information divulging risks $v_{2i}$, and failure risks $v_{3i}$. $P_i$ is determined by analytic hierarchy process (AHP). AHP is an effective and mature method. It can be used to deal with the complex relationships by quantitative analysis method. First, we decompose the complex relationship to different indexes, then make hierarchical structure diagrams according to the relationship, and finally build the judgment matrix according to the relative importance of the different layer indexes.

Here, we make the hierarchical structure model of the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition including object layer, rule layer, and schemes layer as shown in Figure 2.

We build the judgment matrix as shown in Table 1 according to the importance between the upper and lower layer on the basis of the hierarchical structure model. We adopt the 1–9 scale method by Professor Saaty. Among them 1 denotes the one that is as important as the other, 3 denotes the one that is slightly important than the other, 5 denotes the one that is much more important than the other, 7 denotes the one that is extremely important than the other, 9 denotes the one that is entirely important than the other [22–24], and $x_i$ denotes the individual enterprise among the coalition.

According to the judgment matrix, we calculate the weight of the fourth logistics supply chain coalition enterprises by the square root method.

We first calculate the product of each row elements of the judgment matrix named $M_i = \prod_{j=1}^n x_{ij}$, then calculate the $n$th root of $M_i$ named $p_i = \sqrt[M_i]{x_{ij}}$, and finally normalize to calculate the weight of the fourth logistics supply chain coalition enterprises named

$$p_i = \frac{w_i}{\sum_{j=1}^n w_j}.,$$

(3)

Because we cannot assure the complete consistency of the judgment matrix when the elements are compared with each other, we need to verify the complete consistency. Calculate

$$\lambda_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{n} \left( \sum_{i=1}^n x_{ij} p_j \right) = 4.13,$$

(4)

where $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ is the biggest characteristic value of the judgment matrix. The consistency index value is $CI = (\lambda_{\text{max}} - n)/(n - 1) = 0.042$. Random consistency ratio is $CR = CI/RI < 0.1$. The average random consistency index $RI$ is 0.89 when the order number is 4. Because $CR < 0.1$, it is in accordance with random consistency.

5. Analysis

Now we have the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition which has two suppliers and two manufacturers named $l_i$. We use the Shapley Value and the distribution according to the contribution for the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition.

Data of the operation cost and profit of individual enterprises independent operation are shown as follows. (The test data is from a company.)

There are four enterprises in the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition. We calculate the cost and profit after the coalition. We get cost savings of coalition using (1). We use the Shapley Value and the distribution according to the coalition to show the instance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Judgement matrix.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The fourth party logistics supply chain coalition enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Weight of coalition.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The fourth party logistics supply chain coalition enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The data can be expressed by vector (enterprises, profit, cost, and contribution to coalition).

The data is shown as follows:

\[(x_1, 0, 5603.7, 26557.6) \quad (x_2, 0, 4156.9, 19197.6)\]
\[(x_3, 0, 4598.4, 24976.6) \quad (x_4, 0, 5406.9, 19090.6)\]
\[(x_1, x_2, 1216.7, 8543.9, 0) \quad (x_1, x_3, 1768.3, 8433.8, 0)\]
\[(x_1, x_4, 1174.0, 9836.6, 0) \quad (x_2, x_3, 975.3, 7780, 0)\]
\[(x_2, x_4, 629.7, 8934.1, 0) \quad (x_3, x_4, 1516.9, 8488.4, 0)\]
\[(x_1, x_2, x_3, 2770.6, 11588.4, 0)\]
\[(x_1, x_2, x_4, 2772.9, 12394.6, 0)\]
\[(x_1, x_3, x_4, 3123.6, 12485.4, 0)\]
\[(x_2, x_3, x_4, 2881.1, 11281.1, 0)\]
\[(x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, 4527.5, 15238.4, 0)\]

We calculate the weight using (3):

\[(p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4) = (0.56, 0.057, 0.29, 0.097).\] (5)

The profit allocated to each individual in the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition that can be calculated using the Shapley Value Equation (2) is shown as follows:

\[(x_1 \ x_2 \ x_3 \ x_4) = (1122.45, 916.57, 1272.43, 1118.22).\] (6)

The profit allocated to each individual in the coalition can be calculated using Distribution according to Contribution and is shown as follows:

\[(x_1 \ x_2 \ x_3 \ x_4) = (2480.6, 252.5, 1284.6, 429.7).\] (7)

In conclusion, we can see that individual C gets the maximum profit according to Shapley Value while individual A gets the maximum profit according to Distribution according to Contribution and adjusts the two individuals AC which get the maximum profits and adjust the individuals BD reasonably in the same way. The value should be adjusted in accordance with the needs of the coalition in order to make the coalition stronger and better. We should combine the two methods named the improved weighted Shapley Value model for the practical use.

6. Conclusion

First of all, we introduce the fourth party logistics and the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition. How to make profit allocation practically and reasonably among the coalition is still a question for further study. We can also call this problem the fourth party logistics supply chain coalition game.

Besides, we introduce the classical method, Shapley Value. We consider the investment risks, information divulging risks and failure risks besides the only contribution. On the basis of the risks, we analyze the weight of the importance of individuals in the coalition by the analytic hierarchy process. To each enterprise, the weight is determined by the investment risks, information divulging risks, and failure risks. We calculate the weight of the fourth party logistics supply chain and assure the complete consistency of the judgment matrix when the elements are compared with each other.

Finally, we analyze the results using Shapley Value and the Distribution according to Contribution. We find that we should combine the two methods for the practical use. The value should be adjusted in accordance with the needs of the coalition in order to make the coalition stronger and better.

We also need further improvement of the two combined methods named the improved weighted Shapley Value model. We also need further study of how much profit to adjust which is allocated by Shapley Value and contribution weight (including the risks) based on the actual situation.
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